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BRAUER-HILBERTIAN FIELDS

BURTON FEIN, DAVID J. SALTMAN, AND MURRAY SCHACHER

Abstract. Let F be a field of characteristic p (p = 0 allowed), and let F(t)

be the rational function field in one variable over F. We say F is Brauer-

Hilbertian if the following holds. For every a in the Brauer group Br(F(t)) of

exponent prime to p , there are infinitely many specializations t —► a e F such

that the specialization a e Br(i") is defined and has exponent equal to that of

a . We show every global field is Brauer-Hilbertian, and if K is Hilbertian and

F is finite separable over K(t), F is Brauer-Hilbertian.

INTRODUCTION

A field F is called Hilbertian if the following property holds: If f(t, x) e
F[x, t] is an irreducible polynomial then there are infinitely many ae F such

that the specialization f(a, x) is irreducible as a polynomial in F[x]. To

state this property in other language, let Pa = (t - a) ç F[t] be the prime ideal.

Recall that L D K is called a simple field extension if L = K(b). Then F is
Hilbertian if for all simple field extensions L D F(t) there are infinitely many

a e F such that Pa has a unique extension to L, L/F(t) is unramified at

Pa , and the residue field extension LD F has dimension [L : F] equal to the

dimension [L : F(t)]. It is well known that any global field is Hilbertian and if

K is any field and F is finite over the rational field K(t) then F is Hilbertian

(e.g.,[FJ,p. 155]).
It is natural to consider a division algebra analog to the Hilbertian property.

To discuss this, let us specify right now that in this paper all division algebras
are finite dimensional over their centers. We write D/F to mean D has center

F. The degree of D is the square root of its dimension over its center F and
the exponent of D is the order of its class [D] in the Brauer group Br(F).

Suppose RC F is a discrete valuation ring and F is its field of fractions. We

say D is unramified at R if [D] is in the image of Br(7?) under the natural

injection Br(7?) —> Br(F). Equivalently, D is unramified at R if D = A ®R F
for A/R Azumaya. If D is unramified at R, A is as above, and P ç R is

the maximal ideal, we write D = A/PA , which is central simple over R/P. If

F = K(t), and a e K we set K[t]a to be K[t] localized at the prime (t - a).

Of course, K[t]a is a discrete valuation ring. We write Da tobe D with respect
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to this discrete valuation ring if D is unramified at (t - a).

Returning to our discussion, one's first guess at a division algebra Hilbertian

property might be the following. If D/F(t) is a division algebra then there are

infinitely many a e F such that D is unramified at (t - a) and Da is another

division algebra. The problem is that this fails for global fields. We are about

to describe a division algebra D/K(t), for a global field K, such that D has

exponent a prime p but degree p2. However, any specialization Da must have

exponent equal to degree if a division algebra and so Da cannot be a division

algebra. In order to construct such a D, let A(M/F, a, b) be the cyclic algebra

defined by b e F*, M/F cyclic Galois, and a a generator of the Galois group

G&\(M/F).

Proposition 0.1. Let K be a global field, and D'/K a division algebra of prime

degree p. Then there is a cyclic Galois extension L/K of degree p such that

D = D'(t)®K(t)A(L(t)/K(t),o,t)

is a division algebra of degree p2 and exponent p.

Remark. For p = 2 the above fact and proof were previously known to qua-

dratic forms specialists. The fact can be deduced from, and the construction is

implicit in, e.g., [E, p. 442-443].

Proof. D clearly has exponent p if D is a division algebra, so we must show

that for some L, D is a division algebra. Choose an L such that L splits

completely at a prime where D' ramifies. Such an L exists by class field theory

(e.g., [AT, p. 103] or the techniques of [S, p. 279]). It follows that L does not
split D' and so D" = D' ®K L is a division algebra. It follows by, e.g., [P, p.
379] that D is a division algebra of exponent p . For the reader's convenience,

we include the following proof. If a is any generator of Gal(L/AT), a extends

to an automorphism of D" (also called a ) defined by letting a act trivially on

D'. Let 7? be the twisted polynomial ring D"[x, a]. R must be a domain and

have center K[xp]. R has a division ring of fractions denoted by D"(x, a)
which has center K(xp). Identifying t and xp we have that D is isomorphic

to D"(x, a) and so the proposition is proved.   G

Hence the "division algebra Hilbertian" property defined above seems un-

interesting. Instead, in this paper we will consider a Brauer group version of

the Hilbertian property. For any a e F, the natural injection Br(F[t]a) —>

Br(F(0) allows us to view Br(F[t]a) as a subgroup of Br(F(0) • We define

p : Br(F[t]a) -* Br(F) to be the map induced by F[t]a -* F . Let p = char(7")
be the characteristic of F. For the purposes of the following definition, if

p = 0, any a e Br(F(0) has order "prime to p ."

Definition. Afield F is called Brauer-Hilbertian if for all a e Br(F(t)) of order

prime to p , there are infinitely many a e F such that a e Br(F[t]a) and p(a)

has order equal to the order of a.

Note that the restriction to p-prime elements is forced by our lack of under-

standing of the p-part of Bx(F(t)). The authors do not know if the results of

this paper extend to this p-part. Also note that the property of being Brauer-

Hilbertian neither implies nor is implied by the classical Hilbertian property.

For example, the field C(0 is Hilbertian but not Brauer-Hilbertian. In the other
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direction, the field C itself is Brauer-Hilbertian because Br(C(0) = 0 but cer-

tainly is not Hilbertian. Some readers may find the fact C is Brauer-Hilbertian

a bit bizarre, arising as it does because the definition involves C(0 and not

C(tx, ... ,t„) for n > 1.
In this paper we show that any global field is Brauer-Hilbertian. In addition,

we show that if K is any Hilbertian field and F is separable over K(t) then

F is Brauer-Hilbertian. This suggests that Brauer-Hilbertian is a sort of two-

dimensional Hilbertian property. Finally, as a consequence we observe that the

inequality of degree and exponent is the only obstruction to a division algebra

Hilbertian property over global fields. That is, if F is Brauer-Hilbertian and

D/F(t) has exponent n equal to its degree and n is prime to the characteristic,

there are infinitely many a e F such that D is unramified at (t - a) and Da

is a division algebra (of exponent equal to degree). Of course, this applies to

F a global field.
Since writing the first draft of this paper, the authors have found a num-

ber of older and contemporary results that intersect with the results presented

here. In [Sc, p. 202] it is shown that if D is a quaternion division algebra

over K(tx, ... , tr), for K a number field, then D has a nontrivial specializa-

tion over K. In addition, such a specialization can always be found in any r

arithmetic progressions in K.

In the Russian language paper [V], Voronovich shows global fields are Brauer-

Hilbertian. Again, what is actually shown is a stronger result involving arith-

metic progressions. The methods of [V] are related to the methods used here,

as, for example, Theorem 1.7 is proved for the special case of rings of integers

in global fields of finite characteristic. Language difficulties and a less general

approach preclude using [V] as a reference to shorten any of the proofs here.

Finally, Serre informs us (private communication) that he has also shown

K(t) is Brauer-Hilbertian for K a number field. Furthermore (and this was

both the point and the hard part) Serre has derived quantitative results about

the points where an a e Br(K(t)) has prescribed exponent.

1.   PRELIMINARIES

Let F be a field and G(F) the Galois group of F in its separable closure,

Fs. Define x(F) = HX(G(F), Q/Z), where Q/Z has the discrete topology
and trivial G(F) action. Thus x(F) = Hom^F), Q/Z) .Ufe x(F), then
f(G(F)) C Q/Z is finite and hence cyclic. If L ç Fs is the fixed field of the ker-
nel of /, then L/F is cyclic Galois and we say / defines L/F . The character

/ is completely determined by L and the generator a e Ga\(L/F) such that

f(o) = (1/[L : F]) + Z . The exact sequence 0 — Z -> Q -> Q/Z -> 0 and the
cohomology long exact sequence shows that HX(G(F), Q/Z) = H2(G(F), Z).

The cup product (e.g., [B, p. 112]) defines a map:

h2(g(f), z) x h°(g(f),f;) - h2(G(F),f;).

Of course, H2(G(F), F*) is isomorphic to the Brauer group Br(.F) via the

crossed product construction, and H°(G(F), F*) = F*. If f e x(P) and

a e F*, let ô(f) e H2(G(F),Z) be the image of / and let A(f, a) e
H2(G(F), F*) be the cup product of ô(f) and a . In algebra terms, A(f, a)

is represented by the cyclic crossed product A(L/F, a, a), where / defines

L/F and a e Gal(L/F) satisfies f(a) = (l/[L: F]) + Z .
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Next, suppose K is a field with a discrete valuation v : K* —► Z . Denote

by R the valuation ring of v and by K the residue field. The natural map

Br(7?) —> Br(A^) is an injection (e.g., [DI, p. 136]) and we will frequently view

Br(7?) as a subset of Br(ÀT). If a e Br(K) is in Br(R) we say a is unramified

at R. If we avoid the characteristic of K, the quotient Br(K)/Br(R) can be

described. To this end, let p be the characteristic of K. If p ^ 0, and A is a
torsion abelian group, let A' denote the prime to p part of A . If p = 0, set

A' = A . There is an exact sequence:

(1) 0 ^ Br(R)'-+Bt(K)'1+x(K)' -»0.

Let us recall the definition of the character map x ■ Denote by Kv the com-

pletion of K with respect to v. Let Lv D Kv be the maximal unramified

extension of Kv. The Galois group of Lv/Kv is canonically isomorphic to

G(K). The valuation v extends to Lv and defines a G(K) map Lv —> Z.

X is the composition BriA")' -♦ Br(Kv)' -+ H2(G(K), L*)' -» H2(G(K), Z)' s

HX(G(K), Q/Z)' = x(K)'. In particular, if a e Br(A), then *(a) can be
computed by first going to the completion Kv .

We concentrate for a moment on Kv . If f e x(K) » then / can be con-

sidered a character of Gal(Lv/Kv) and so an "unramified" element of x(Kv) ■

Let n e Kv be a prime element. The map Z -+ L*v defined by sending 1 -» n

yields a splitting of v : L* -> Z . It follows that x(&(f, n)) = f.
A large part of this section will be taken up with a formula relating the

corestriction map and character maps. To this end, let us review the core-

striction. For convenience, we will confine ourselves in this discussion to finite

groups. So let 77 ç G be finite groups and M a (j-module. Let Res^(M)

denote the 77-module obtained by restriction. If N is an 77-module, let

Ind^(A0 be the induced G-module. As the 77-module Res^(M) has a G-

module structure, there is an induced map y/ : Ind^(Res^(Af)) -» M. Shapiro's

lemma says 77«(77, Res£(A7)) s H*(G, Ind^(Resg(A7))) and y/ induces a

map H"(G, Indg(Resg(M))) -♦ H«(G, M). The composition

77^(77, Resg(M)) -» Hq(G, M)

is one possible definition of the corestriction map.

Suppose F ç K are fields with K/F finite separable. Choose L D K
such that L/F is Galois with group, say, G. Let 77 ç G be the subgroup

corresponding to K. The relative Brauer groups Bx(L/K) and Bx(L/F) are

isomorphic to H2(H, L*) and H2(G,L*) respectively. Define x(L/K) and

X(L/F) tobe 77^77, Q/Z) and HX(G, Q/Z) respectively. Thecohomological
corestriction maps induce maps CorK/F : Br(L/K) -> Bx(L/F) and Cor/f//r :

X(L/K) -* x(L/F). It is not hard to see that if a e Br(L/K) or x(L/K), then
CoXfc/f (a) is independent of the choice of L. Thus there are induced maps

Cor*/f : Br(A-) - Br(F) and CorK/F : X(K) - X(F).
Later on, we will discuss Cor^/f for K/F inseparable. Now consider K

to be a separable finite (commutative) F-algebra. That is, assume K — Kx ©

■■ ■ ® Ks is a finite direct sum of finite separable field extensions of F . We

view F ç K via the diagonal embedding. For brevity, we call such a K a

finite separable extension of F . The important point is that if F' D F is any

field extension, K ®f F' is a finite separable extension of F'. Also, Br(A) is
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naturally isomorphic to Br(Kx)©•••© Bt(Ks) . Define Cotk/f : Br(K) -> Br(F)

to be the sum of all the maps:

Cor*//F : Br(Ki) - Br(F).

If K is a finite separable extension of F , then K ç L, where L is a finite G-

Galois extension of F and K is the fixed ring of a subgroup 77 ç G. Moreover,

if a e Bt(K) , there is such an L which splits a. By e.g., [S, p. 253], such an L

has the form Indf (L'/F), where I CG is a subgroup, L'/F is a finite Galois

field extension with group 7, and "Ind" indicates the induced Galois extension

construction as in [S]. As an easy consequence of the field extension result,

Bt(L/K) and Bx(L/F) are naturally isomorphic to 772(77, L*) and 772(G\ L*)
respectively. The next result shows that the cohomological corestriction agrees

with the corestriction map defined above.

Proposition 1.1. Let F ç K ç L be as above. If a e Bx(L/K), then CoxK/f(a)

corresponds to the image of a under the cohomological corestriction H2(H, L")
^H2(G,L*).

Proof. It is clear that L* = (Indf(L'))* is isomorphic to lndf(L'*) as G-
modules. Set M to be the (7-module L'*. To compute the cohomological

corestriction we form Ind#(Res#(Indf (M))). Let E be a set of 77-7 double

coset representatives in G. That is, G is the disjoint union:

\jHgI.
geE

For any geE, let g M be the (g7g~ ^-module obtained by "twisting" Resf(M)

by g. By e.g., [B, p. 69],

(2)     Ind£(Res£(hxdf(M))) £ Ind« ( 0 Ind^-, (Res^_, (gM))

\g€E

which is isomorphic to

0 Ind£n,/,-. (Resf^;;^, (gM)).
g€E

Thus 772(77, L") S 772(G, Res%(L*)) -» H2(G, L*) is the sum of maps:

Cor? : H2(HngIg-x , Res^_,(^M)) - 772(G, L*).

Now gM is isomorphic to the (g7g~ ^-module of units in the g conjugate,

gL', of L' in L. It is easy to check that there is a bijection between E and the

set of fields K¡. Moreover, K¡ naturally embeds in gL' for the corresponding

geE. In fact, Kj is the fixed field in Hnglg~x of gL'. Thus each Corg is
just the corestriction map Cor : Bx(gL'/K¡) -> Bx(gL'/F) = Br(L'/F). Thus
after a lot of checking, the proposition is proved.   D

An immediate consequence of 1.1 is

Corollary 1.2. Let K D F be a finite separable extension, and F' D F a field.

Then the following diagram commutes:

Br(K)   -^   Br(K®FF')
Cor I | Cor

Br(F)    -^        Br(F')
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Proof. Let L D K D F be such that L/F is Galois with group G. Let
H CG correspond to K. From the discussion of [B, pp. 80-84] it is clear the

corestriction is natural. Thus we have the following commutative diagram:

H2(H,L*)    —►    H2(H,(L®FF'Y)
Cor { | Cor

H2(G,L*)    —»    H2(G,(L®FF')*)

and the result follows.   □

Now let us return to the case when K D F is a field, but K is not separable.

Let K' ç AT be the maximal separable extension of F in A. If q = [A :

A'], then we can define the field monomorphism 0 : K —► K' by 6(a) — aq .

The map 6 induces a map Br(A) —► Br(K') which we call CoxKjKI. We

define CotK/F to be the composition CotKi/FCotk/k' ■ If Aç 2 A' is the
separable closure of K', then As 0^ A is the separable closure of A and

so we may identify the absolute Galois group Gk of A with that of A'.

We define Cor*,*. : *(A) - *(A') by setting CoTK/K.(f) = p. Finally,
CorK/F : x(K) —* X(F) is the composition CotKi/FCotK/Ki . It is not hard

to see that on both Brauer groups and characters, if L D A D F are fields,

CoxLjF — CoxKjF Cox i/K . In other words, the corestriction respects towers of

fields. Secondly, if n = [L : A] and ResL¡K refers to the restriction map

X(K) -* x(L) or Br(A) -» Br(L), then CorL/KResL/K = n. This result is
standard in the cohomological or separable case and extends easily. Finally,

the definition of corestriction immediately above shows that if K/F is purely

inseparable, and F' D F is a field extension linearly disjoint from K/F , then

the following diagram commutes:

Br(A)    —►    Br(A ®F F')

(3) Cor | | Cor

Br(F)    —■♦ Br(F')

For the rest of this section, we will consider the interaction of discrete val-

uations and the corestriction. Let R, P be a discrete valuation ring with field

of fractions A . Let v : K* —► Z denote the associated valuation. In the next

result, we are particularly interested in the case that R contains a field F and

the composition F —> R —> R/P is an isomorphism. If F' D F is a finite

field extension, R' — F' ®F R is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal

P' = F' ®FP, residue field R'/P' a F', and field of fractions A' = F' ®F A.
Use the symbol p to denote both the induced maps Br(A) —» Br(F) and

Br(A') -> Br(F').

Proposition 1.3. Suppose L D F' is a finite field extension and a e Br(R') is

split by T = L <8>Fi R'. Assume a has order prime to p if p is the nonzero

characteristic of F. Then CoxKi/K(a) is in Br(R) and

p(CorK,/K(a)) = CorF,/F(p(a)).

Proof. Using our definition of corestriction we can quickly reduce to the cases

F'/F is separable or purely inseparable. By our assumption on the order of a,

we may assume L/F' is separable.

Case 1. F'/F is separable. We may assume L/F is G-Galois and let H ç G

correspond to F'. Then a is in the image of H2(H, T*) and the naturality
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of the cohomological corestriction shows that the diagram

H2(H,T*)    —»   H2(H,L*)

Cor I I Cor

H2(G,T*)    —♦    H2(G,L*)

commutes and this case is done.

Case 2. F'/F is purely inseparable of degree q . Let n denote both the ring

homomorphisms R' -* R and F' —> F defined by n(x) — xq. Then the

following diagram commutes:

R'    —»    F'

R    —»    F

Applying the Brauer group functor yields this case.   D

A main goal of this section is to prove a result linking the corestriction and

the character map. To that end, let A once again be a field with a discrete

valuation v : A* —» Z . Let L d K be a finite not necessarily separable field

extension. Denote by L' ç L the maximal separable subfield of L/A. Let Y

be the finite set of extensions of v to L'. Any w e Y has a unique extension

to L and so we identify Y with the set of extensions of v to L. Recall that

Lw and L^ are the completions of L and L' with respect to t/J e Y. Set

<5(tu) = [L : L']/[LW : L'w] and call S(w) the defect of w . The residue field

A is naturally a subfield of Lw . Recall that if A is an abelian group and p

is the characteristic of A, then A' is the primejo p part of A if p ^ 0_and

4' = ^ otherwise. Denote by * : Br(A)' -+ /(A)' and Xw : Br(L)' -* /(Lw)'
the respective character maps.

Theorem 1.4. If a e Br(L)', z7z<?n

(4) *(CorL/jr(a)) = ]J CovIw/^(Xw(a)fw).
wer

Proof. Recall that A„ is the completion of AT with respect to v . We will,

in this argument, repeatedly use the fact that x(a) = X'(a') > where x' is the
character map for Kv and a' is the image of a in Br(A„ ). If M" D M' D M

is a tower of fields, we know that on characters or Brauer groups Cor^/Af =

CorM,/M Coxm"im> . It follows that if L D L' D A, it suffices to prove this
theorem for L/L' and L'/K.

We will perform this proof by using the above arguments to reduce to a series

of cases. First of all, if A ç L' ç L is such that L'/K is the maximal separable

subextension of L/A, we can restrict our attention to L/L' and L'/K . That

is, we may assume that L/A is either purely inseparable or separable. The same

argument shows that if L/A is purely inseparable, we may assume L = K(axlp)

with p the characteristic of A.

Case 1. L/A is purely inseparable of degree p and L, Kv are not linearly
disjoint over A. It follows that L is isomorphic to a subfield of A„ and we

may assume that A ç L ç Kv . We also use " v " to denote the unique extension

of v to L (and A„ ). Let Xl denote the character map of L, as x and x'

have been defined for A and At,. Note that L = A. This implies that the
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corresponding corestriction on characters is the identity map. By, e.g., [J] or

[D, p. 110], any a e Br(L) is the image under restriction of ß e Br(A). Since

A ç L C Kv , Xl(ol) = x'W) = x(ß), where a' is the common image of a, ß

in Br(A„). Thus x(CorL/K(a)) = x(ßp) = X(o)p which verifies (4) in this case
because p is the defect.

In all remaining cases, L®kKv is a direct sum of fields. By Corollary 1.2, or

(3), we may assume K = Kv is complete. If L/A is separable, then there is a

maximal unramified subfield L' ç L. Considering L'/K first, we may assume

L/A is unramified.

Case 2. L/K is unramified and A is complete. Let a e Br(L)'. Since a has

an unramified splitting field, we may choose M D L D A such that M/K is

unramified Galois and M splits a. If G ¡3 77 are the Galois groups of M/F

and M/L then we have the following commutative diagram:

H2(H,M*)   —>   H2(H,Z)   S   HX(H,Q/Z)
Cor | | Cor [ Cor

H2(G,M*)    -^    H2(G,Z)    s    HX(G,Q/Z)

The left square commutes because corestriction is natural and the right square

commutes because corestriction commutes with the boundary map (left to the

reader in [B, p. 81]). This proves Case 2.

Case 3. A is complete and L/K has no unramified subfield. Then L/K is
purely inseparable. Let R ç S be the valuation rings of A ç L. Since Br(7?) =

Br(A) and Br(S) s Br(L) (e.g., [Se, p. 186]), the natural map Br(A) -» Br(S)
is a surjection. Using (1), we view Br(7?) and Br(S) as subgroups of Br(A) and

Br(L). If a e Br(S), then a is the image of ß e Br(R) so CorL/*(a) = ßn,

where n = [L : A]. It follows that CorL/K(Bx(S)) C Br(R).

If a e Br(L), let /' = *z.(Q) e #(L). Let it e L be a prime element
and form A(f, n). Recall that we are identifying characters of L (or A )

with unramified characters of L (or A). Since /¿(A(/', n)) = f, a =

a'A(f',_n), where a' e Br(S). Thus x(CorL/K(a)) = x(CoxL/K(A(f, n))).

As L/K is purely inseparable, /' is the restriction of / e /(F). If L/K
is separable, the fact that A(f, n) is a cup product and [B, p. 112] imply

that CoxL/K(A(f, n)) = A(f, NLjfc(7c)), where NL/K : L ->■ A is the norm.

v(NL/K(n)) = [L : K]/e(L/K) = [L : Ä] = (say) r. Thus X(CoTL/K(f, n)) =
X(A(f, NL/K(n))) = f, which verifies (4) in this case.

Continuing with Case 3, assume L/K is purely inseparable of degree p . If

A(f, n) has order m, which by assumption is prime to p, choose r such

that rp is congruent to 1 mod m . Then A(f, n) is the image of A(f ,np)e

Br(A). Thus CoxLIK(A(f, 7t))=A(/r, np)p = A(f, np). We have X{A(f, np))
- fs, where 5 = 1 if e(L/K) — p and s — p if e(L/K) - 1. But in these

cases [L : A] = 1 and p respectively so (4) is again verified. All together, 1.4

is proved.   D

Before we get to the main results of this paper, we need one final observation.

Let A ç L be a finite purely inseparable field extension with a e L such

that L = K(a). Let p be the characteristic of A. Assume R ç K is a
Dedekind domain with A = q(R). Let S be the integral closure of R in L
and assume S is a finitely generated A-module. If P ç R is a prime ideal let
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P' = {s e S | sQ e P for some q — pr}. Then P' is the unique prime of S

lying over P ç R. Note that the localization SP> is also Sp = S <g>RRP . For
convenience we will often use the same symbol for P ç R and its associated

P'ÇS.

Lemma 1.5. For all but finitely many primes P of R, Sp = Rp[a].

Proof. Replacing R by some R(l/r) for 0 ^ r e R, we may assume S ^ R[a].

S/R[a] is a finitely generated torsion A-module, and so (S/R[a]) 0« Rp = (0)

for all but finitely many primes P of R. For these P, Sp = Rp[a].   G

In the proof of 2.4 of the next section we will be_given a prime P ç R such

that the corresponding residue fields satisfy KP = LP . We will want a b e A

such that a - b is a prime element of Sp . This will be possible because of the

next result.

Theorem 1.6. Suppose RçS are Dedekind domains such that the fraction fields

K ç L satisfy L/K purely inseparable and L = K(a). Suppose P ç R is a

prime such that Sp = Rp[a] and KF = LF. Then there is a b e R such that

a-b is a prime element of Sp.

Proof. Let vP : L —> Z be the normalized valuation associated with the unique

extension of P. If vP(a) = 0 then vP(a - r) > 0 for some r e Rp. Since

Rp[a] = Rp[a - r], we can replace a by a - r and assume vP(a) > 0. If

e(L/K) = 1 let n e Rp be prime and note that Vp(a + n) = 1 or vP(a) = 1,

so we are done in this case. Thus we may assume e(L/K) > 1 . Let 6 e Sp

satisfy vP(9) = 1 . Write 9 = r0 + rxa + ■ ■ ■ + r„a" . If vP(r0) = 0,0 would be
a unit. Thus vP(r0) > 0, implying vP(r0) > vP(6). We can replace 6 by 6-r0

and conclude 9 = a(g(a)). It follows that vP(a) = 1, proving the theorem.   D

An immediate consequence of 1.5 and 1.6 is our goal:

Theorem 1.7. Let R ç S be Dedekind domains whose corresponding field of

fractions extension ACL is purely inseparable. Assume L = K(a) and that

S is finitely generated as an R-module. Suppose ¿P is an infinite set of primes
of R such that for P e 3° , KP = LP . Then for all but finitely many Peâ°,
there is a b e R with a-b a prime element of Sp.

2. Specializing

This paper is concerned with specializing elements of Br(F(0), where F(0

is the rational function field in the one-variable t. We begin, therefore, with a

description of the Brauer group of F(0 • As in §1, we will frequently need to

avoid elements of order a power of p if F has nonzero characteristic p . So,

as in §1, for any torsion abelian group A , let A' be the prime to p part of A

if p ^ 0 and let A' = A otherwise. To describe the Brauer group Br(F(0) we

recall that there is a split exact sequence (e.g., [FS, p. 51]):

0 - Br(F)' - Br(F(0)' ±  0 x(F[t]/P)' - 0,
PCF[t]

which has the following description. Br(F)' -> Br(F(i))' is induced by F ç

F(t). The direct sum is over all primes P ç F[t]. To each such P, there is a

discrete valuation ring F[t]p and an associated character map Xp : Br(F(t))' ->

X(F[t]/P). x is the sum of the xp 's-
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The goal of the next result is to define a set of generators of Br(F(0)' which

only ramify at one prime.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose P ç F[t] is a prime, F' = F[t]/P, and f e x(F') ■
Denote by a e F' the image of t so F' — F (a). Use the inclusion F' ç F'(t)

to regard f e x(F'(t)) also. Let f define L'/F' (or L'(t)/F'(t)). If a =
CoxF,it)/F{t) (A(f, t - a)) then xp(a) = f and xq(o) = 0 for all Q^P.

Proof. If P' = (t - a) ç F'[t], then P' is a prime extending P. Also,

Xp'(A(f, t - a)) = f. If Q' ç F'[t] is another prime, then t - a is a unit

in F'[t]Qi so /g-(A(/, t - a)) = 0. If F" c F' is the maximal separable sub-

field of F'/F , let q = [F' : F"]. Then F" = F(aq). The prime (t-a) C F'[t]
extends (tq - aq) ç F"[t] and so F'(t)/F"(t) is totally ramified at (t - a). In

particular, F'(t)/F"(t) has defect 1. Thus 2.1 follows from 1.4.   D

If a = CoxF^tyF^(A(f, t - a)) is as in 2.1, we call a a basic element

of Br(F(0)' • We call the prime P used to define a the prime of a. It is

clear that Br(F)' and the basic elements generate Br(F(Z))'. Our next result

concerns specializing basic elements. To this end, suppose b e F and set Pb —

(t-b) ç F[t]. Let F[t]b be the localization of F[t] at Pb and pb : Bx(F[t]b) -*
Br(F) the induced map. Regard Br(F[Z]¿) as a subgroup of Br(F(0) • If

a e Br(F(0), we say pb(a) is defined if and only if a e Br(F[i]f,). If a =
CoTp^typ(i)(A(/, t - a)) is a basic element, pb(a) is defined if and only if Pb

is not the prime of a . That is, pb(a) is defined if and only if b / a.

Lemma 2.2. If a = Cor/r<(£)/f(r)(A(/, t - a)) is a basic element and b ^ a, then

pb(a) = C0TF,/F(A(f, b-a)).

Proof. Pb extends uniquely to the prime P'b = (t-b) ç F'[t]. Defining pb on

Bx(F'[t]b) in the obvious way, it is clear that pb(A(f, t - a)) — A(f, b - a).
Now 2.2 follows from 1.3.    D

In order to carry our analysis further, we must assume more about F . Sup-

pose R ç F is a Dedekind domain with field of fractions F . The next result

is a technical one which gives a setup in which we can control the ramification

of specializations with respect to primes of R. To set up the situation, let

a = Corí-'(í)/f(,)(A(/, t - a)) be a basic element. By definition, F' = F(¿z).

Assume / defines L/F' and let L' D L be such that L'/F is normal. Let

a = ax, ... , as be the conjugates of a in L. Denote by R' ç F', T ç L,

and T' ç L' the integral closures of R. Finally, let L" ç L' be the maximal

separable extension over F .

Lemma 2.3. Let a — CorF^tyF^(A(f, t - a)), L, etc. be as above. Suppose

Q' C V is a prime and set P = Q' f)R, P' = Q' n R', and Q = Q' n T.

Let FP ç Fp, ç Lq c L'QI be the respective completions, and let F ç F ç L

be the respective residue fields. Suppose c e L' is a Q' unit and b e F.
Let v' : F' —► Z be the valuation associated with P'. Consider the following

conditions:

(I) L"/F is unramified with respect to all extensions of P to L" .

(II) ax, ... , as are all Q' integral and distinct modulo Q'.

(III) v'(b - c) = 1.

(IV) F = T' and [L : T'] = [L:F].
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7/(1), (II) and (III) hold and c is distinct from all ax, ... , as modulo Q', then
Xp(Pb(a)) = 0. 7/(1), (II), (III), and (IV) hold and c = ax = a, then Xp(Pb(<*))
has order equal to that of f.

Proof. Assume (I), (II), and (III) hold. For each a¡ e L', there is an embedding

a, : F' —> L' such that a¡(á) = a¡. Q' and a¡ induce a prime P¡ on F'. All

extensions of P have the form P¡. Thus if c is distinct from a¡ mod Q' for

all i, then b - a is a unit with respect to all extensions of P. As L/F' is

unramified, A(/, b-a) is unramified with respect to all extensions of P. This

case then follows from 1.4.

Assume (IV) also holds and c — ax. Then b-a is a unit with respect to all

primes but Px = P'. Moreover XP'(Mf> b-a)) defines L/F . By assumption,

F = F . If ô is the defect in the purely inseparable part of F'/F, then S is

prime to the order of /. Thus by 1.4, xp'(CorFI/F(A(f, b-a))) defines L/F .

By assumption, [L : F] = [L : F'] which is the order of /. The result follows
from 2.2.    D

Let L D F' D F be fields, and Q a prime of L. Q induces an extension

of residue fields L D F D F. We say L D F' D F is good at Q if F = F

and [L : f'] = [L : F']. This is just (IV) of 2.3. Recall that F was defined to
be Brauer-Hilbertian if for all a e Br(F(t))', there are infinitely many b e F

such that pb(a) is defined and has order equal to a. One can show that a field

is Brauer-Hilbertian by using the following result.

Theorem 2.4. Suppose that F is the field of fractions of a Dedekind domain with

the following property:

Suppose L D F' D F is a tower of finite field extensions, L/F' is cyclic
Galois, F' = F(a), and T ç L is the integral closure of R in L. Then t
is a finite R-module and there are infinitely many primes Q ç T such that

L2 F' D F is good with respect to Q.

Then F is Brauer-Hilbertian.

Remark. If R is a Nagata ring (e.g., [M, p .231]) then T above is necessarily

a finitely generated A-module.

Proof. Write a = ßax, ... , as, where ß e Br(F)' and ax, ... , as are basic

elements with distinct primes. Write

a¡ = CorF,{t)/F{t) (A(/, / - a¡)),

where F[ = F(a¿). Let g¡(t) e F[t] be the minimal monic polynomial of

a,, so gi(t) generates the prime of a,. As the primes of the a, are distinct,

gi{t) 7^ gj(t) if i ¥=■ j ■ Suppose / defines L¡/F¡ and let L be the normal
closure of all the L, over F . Set L' ç L to be the maximal separable extension

of F in L. Denote by {a¡j \ 1 < j < s(i)} the set of all distinct conjugates of

a, = a/i in L. Note that the a¡¡ are all distinct because the g¡(t) are. Let S

be a finite set of primes of R which contain:

(a) All primes in R which ramify in L'.
(b) All primes in R which lie under primes in L which appear with positive

or negative exponents in any a¡j.
(c) All primes in R which are the restrictions of primes in L which appear

in a¡j - ajiji for any distinct (z, j), (/', /).
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(d) All primes where ß ramifies.

In particular, if P £ S and Q is a prime in L lying over P, all a,; are Q

units and distinct modulo Q.

Let F" ç F¡ be the maximal separable extensions of F in F- . Set R'¡ =

TTlF/ and R'¡ = THF" . By 1.7 and our assumptions there are primes Q¡ of

L such that:

(1) Pi = Qi^R is not in S.
(2) L3 F¡ 2 F is good with respect to Q¡.
(3) PiïPj if i¿j.
(4) There is a ß,nA" integer a" e F" suchthat ai-a" is a prime element

in F/ with respect to Q¡ n A<.

Using the above, we construct infinitely many b e R such that a, - b is

a prime element in F/ with respect to Q¡ n A¿ but (a,-¿ -ft) is a ß, unit if

0' > k) ^ (z, 1). To find such ft , let v,■ : L —► Z be the valuation associated with

Qi. Choose a'l as in (4) above. Since F, F" have equal Q¡ completions, there

are ft, e F with v¡(a'¡ - ft,) > w,(a, - a"). Finally, use weak approximation to

find ft e F such that v¡(b - ft,) > v¡(a" - ft,). There are clearly infinitely many

such ft. Now v¿(a¡ - ft) = v¡(a¡ - a") so a¡ -ft is a prime element with respect

to Qi■ nR'j. By (b) and (c) above, a^ - ft is a Q, unit if (;', k) ^ (z, 1). Thus
the ft e F which we require are constructed.

Given ft e F as above, the following hold. First of all, pb(a¡) is defined for

all i. Let Xi be the character map associated with Q¡nR. By 2.3, Xi(Pb(ai))

has order the order of /. By 2.3 again, Xi(Pb(aj)) = 0 if j ¥" i ■ Thus
Xi(Pb(a)) = Xi(Pb(ai)) • Let q' be the highest power of a prime p' dividing
the order, n , of a . We must show that q' divides the order of pb(a). If q'

divides the order of some /, we are done. If not, then n' = n/p' satisfies

ff = 1 for all i. By construction, the order of a, is the order of / which is

the order of pb(a¡). Thus /?"' / 1 and so pb(a)n' / 1 .    D

Of course, we want to use 2.4 to show certain fields are Brauer-Hilbertian.

First of all, we consider global fields.

Theorem 2.5. Let F be a global field. Then F is Brauer-Hilbertian.

Proof. Let R ç F be a (or the) ring of integers. Suppose L D F' D F is a

tower of fields with L/F' cyclic. Let L" D F" D F be such that L" c L and
F" ç F' are maximal separable extensions of F . Of course, L"/F" is cyclic

and L = L" <g>F» F'. Furthermore, F' and F" have equal residue fields with

respect to any prime because these residue fields are perfect. Thus it suffices to

assume F' = F" , or that F'/F is separable. Let L' D L be the Galois closure

of L/F with group G. Choose a e G such that the image of a generates

the Galois group of L/F'. By Tchebotarev density (e.g., [T, p. 163]), there
are infinitely many primes P of R which have extensions Q to L such that

L'/F is unramified and the decomposition group H ç G is generated by a
with a corresponding to the "Frobenius" element in the Galois group of the

completions. Then L D F' D F is good for such Q. A is a Nagata ring by
[M, p. 240] so 2.4 applies and 2.5 is proved.   G

Our next example gives another class of Brauer-Hilbertian fields. As men-

tioned in the introduction, these examples suggest that Brauer-Hilbertian is a

kind of 2-dimensional version of the Hilbertian property.
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Theorem 2.6. Let A be a Hilbertian field and F a finite separable extension of

the rational function field K(xx, ... , xr), r > 0. Then F is Brauer-Hilbertian.

Proof. Since K(xx, ... , xr-X) is Hilbertian, we may assume F is finite over

A(x). If A is the integral closure of A[x] in F, A is Nagata by [M, p. 240].
Let L2 F' 2 F be a tower of fields, and T ç L the integral closure of A[x].

If L D F' D A(x) is good with respect to Q ç T, then the same is true of

L D F' D F. If F'/F is simple, then F'/K(x) is simple because F/K(x) is
separable. Thus we may assume F = A(x) and A = A[x].

Assume F' = F (a). F' is the field of fractions of S = A[x, y]/(g(x, y))
where a is the image of y . The degree of g in y is precisely the degree of a

over F . Consider the A map 4> : K[y] —► S defined by </>(y) = a .

Case 1. (j) is infective. Then </> induces what we may take to be a tower of

fields A(v) CF' CL. Clearly F' = A(y)(x). As L/F' is separable, L/K(y)
is also a simple extension.

Since A is Hilbertian, there are infinitely many ft e A such that specializing

y at ft yields a tower A ç 7' ç L with [F' : A] = [F' : A(y)] and [L : F']
= [L : F']. As there are infinitely many such ft, we can assume ft is not

in any given finite set. Thus we may assume x is integral over K[y]b. If

n = [F' : K(y)], we may also assume the image of 1, x, ... , x"_1 in F is

linearly independent over A . Thus F = A(x), where x is the image of x .

If Q is the unique prime of L over (y - ft) then Q lies over a prime P of

A[x]. We have K[x]/P = A(x) = F'. Thus LDF'DF is good with respect

to Q and this case is done.

Case 2. 4> is not infective. That is, a is algebraic over A. Write A' = K(a) , so

F' = A' ®K F = A'(x). Since A' is also Hilbertian, there are infinitely many

ft' e A' such that specializing at ft' yields A' ç L with [L : A'] = [L : F']. If
Q ç L is the unique extension of the prime (x-ft') of A'[x], then F ç F' ç L

is good with respect to Q. Thus this case and the whole theorem are proved.   D

Remark. In finding good primes in 2.6, we never used the fact that L/F' is

assumed cyclic. Plugging this fact into the argument of 2.4 we can show: If F

is as in 2.6, and ax, ... , as e Br(F(t)), then there are infinitely many ft e F

such that pb(cxi) is defined and has order equal to that of a, for all i.
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